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Graphical abstract 
 
 
Highlights: 
 Selective droplet splitting is achieved in a microfluidic system.  
 A microvalve is used to change the channel geometry at the entrance to a loop of the 
main channel. 
 The system is operated close to the transition regime between non-splitting and 
splitting, the valve is then used to move between these outcomes.  
 Control over the pressure of inlets and valve, dictates the size of the split droplets. 
 The system can be used to conduct permutations of reactions on chip.  
 
 
Abstract 
Droplet microfluidics, with its small scale isolated samples, offers huge potential in the further 
miniaturisation of high throughput screening. The challenge is to deliver multiple samples in a manner 
such that reactions can be performed in numerous permutations. The present study investigates the use 
of single layer valves to break up individual droplets selectively. This splitting of large droplets, allows 
the main sample volume to navigate around the chip, with smaller daughter droplets being removed at 
desired locations. As such, the mother droplet is no longer an isolated sample akin to an on-chip test 
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tube, but rather a mobile sample delivery system akin to an on-chip pipette. The partitioning takes place 
at the entrance to a bypass loop of the main channel. Under normal operating conditions the droplet 
passes the entrance intact, however, when a valve located at the entrance to the bypass loop is actuated, 
the geometry changes causes the droplet to split. We analyse this transition in behaviour for a range of 
oil and water inlets, and valve actuation pressures, showing that the valve can be actuated such that the 
next droplet to pass the bypass loop will be split, but subsequent droplets will not be.   
Keywords: Splitting, Selectivity, Droplet microfluidics, Pneumatic microvalves, Single layer 
1. Introduction 
Droplet microfluidics are enclosed systems in which two immiscible phases are used, such that samples 
and reagents can be encapsulated in picolitre droplets within a continuous buffer where evaporation 
does not occur [1]. This partitioning of samples into isolated droplets, the lab-on-a-chip equivalent of a 
micro well plate, has been widely used for single cell analysis [2]. Single cells can be captured and 
analysed in such microenvironments, allowing information to be gathered at the individual cell level 
across a whole population of cells. Other applications include nanoparticle production [3], creating 
micro structures for drug delivery vessels [4], and conducting high throughput screening [1, 5]. The 
latter, would allow a new platform for conducting the type of combinatorial library reactions currently 
performed using microtiter plates. Here, banks of reagents are reacted with each other in numerous 
permutations, however, the plates cannot undergo further miniaturisation due to issues with pipette 
dispensing accuracy and evaporation [6, 7]. Two phase droplet microfluidics provides an evaporation 
free environment so picolitres can be handled [1]. However, there are challenges around dispensing, or 
more specifically, the delivery of small sample volumes such that different chemicals can be reacted 
together in the desired combinations [8]. 
 
The standard, passive tools for droplet microfluidics, such as droplet generation at channel junctions 
cause the same behaviour to occur repeatedly, for example, the partition of a sample flow into multiple 
droplets when merged with an immiscible buffer flow at a T-junction [9]. However, for the selective 
combination of multiple samples in different permutations, the challenge is to direct different samples 
to different locations at will so that an ordered matrix of droplets can be formed. Whilst there have been 
considerable successes in this direction [5, 10, 11], there is still a need to develop improved methods to 
actively interact with single fluid samples to create [9, 12-15], merge [16-19] or divide [20-23] a droplet 
when desired. 
 
The introduction of different samples onto a chip in relatively large volumes has been achieved by 
mechanical movement of the inlet connected to the channel between sample reservoirs [11]. The ability 
to halve or divide these plugs into daughter droplets would allow the controlled delivery of each sample 
into certain locations around a fluidic network. The ability to selectively subdivide becomes analogous 
to pipetting and dispensing from a well plate to another [20], when combined with droplet merging 
mechanism, permutations of reactions can be performed from a library of samples.  
 
A symmetric breaking-up of droplets, i.e. into two equal volumes, is desirable when splitting is used to 
increase the production rate of droplets, maximize the capacity of the device, or produce one set of 
equal size droplet for a control experiment [24, 25]. However, when a controllable volume or 
concentration of chemicals inside the droplet is required in pharmaceutical or chemical industries, an 
asymmetric breaking up of droplets is required [26]. Methods for performing droplet splitting can be 
categorized into passive, active and combined methods.  
Passive manipulation techniques utilize interactive effects between dispersed phase, continuous phase 
and channel structures without using any external fields. Methods include using a narrow orifice in a 
flow focusing junction which can cause the splitting of a plug into much smaller droplets [27], the 
addition of a mid-channel obstacle [28] or bifurcating the channel [28, 29], as such, it can be seen that 
passive droplet splitting techniques need to simply be designed into the geometry of the chip, however, 
they act equally on all droplets without the possibility of selectivity.  
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A degree of control can be gained by the addition of active mechanisms to these passive geometric 
features. For example by adding an electrical field at a simple bifurcating junction can alter the relative 
size of the daughter droplets created [30]. Other methods include the use of electrostatic potential wells, 
a laser [31] or micro-heaters [32]. Whilst these methods improve the controllability of daughter droplet 
size there are some potential issues with biocompatibility. Other methods have used Electrowetting-on-
Dielectric (EWOD) and Dielectrowetting to control the splitting in a bifurcation through contact line 
control [33, 34] and surface acoustic waves (SAW) which have been used to apply forces on the 
interface between the immiscible fluids to split and steer droplets [21, 22, 35]. Finally, the droplet as 
pipette concept has been shown by altering the flow field locally at a bifurcation using acoustic 
streaming created by surface acoustic waves, this allows the splitting of a droplet [20]. While SAW is 
more versatile and bio-compatible than other active methods for fission, the cost and complexity of 
operational instruments make it worthwhile to search for an alternative active method for droplet 
splitting. Another problem with SAW devices is that the speed of splitting of droplets is limited by the 
weak forces which can be generated. To address this issues here, we present an alternative method, 
using pneumatic valves, which is of more reasonable cost and 20 times faster.   
Microvalves fabricated in deformable, multilayer, PDMS structures have been used to control on-chip 
fluid flows since their conception [36]. These pneumatic valves offer simplicity, ease of fabrication, 
high-power density, bio-compatibility and versatility [37, 38], and multiple valves can be controlled 
independently and  simultaneously [39]. Their ability to control fluid behaviour has also meant they 
have been applied to two phase systems; generating [40, 41], sorting [42] and merging [41] has been 
achieved. In most cases, the deformation of the channel geometry caused by valve operation causes a 
number of droplets to demonstrate altered behaviour, whether that is droplet size upon generation or 
toggling between merging and non-merging events. This is also the case for a previous study on 
multilayer valve usage for control of droplet splitting [40], in which the size of batches of daughter 
droplets was controlled.  
In addition to multilayer valves, a simpler single layer valve (horizontal valve) design has been 
developed [43, 44], this design incorporates the control and flow channels on one layer of PDMS, 
separated by a thin, and therefore deformable, membrane. These valves have been used for droplet 
formation [45], sorting [46, 47], merging [48] and splitting [49]. In the latter, it was shown that the size 
of two daughter droplets could be tuned by the relative actuation of two valves at the exits of a Y-
junction. In both the previous studies on droplet splitting, using double [40] or single [49] layer valves, 
the emphasis has been on the repetition of multiple events, such that all droplets passing through a 
junction are split in the same way. Besides, a large deformation, potentially reducing device durability 
by causing inaccuracies or even channel damage [50], was required to steer all droplets to a waste outlet 
with no ability to split selectively [49]. Rather than looking at the steady state condition [49], here, we 
examine the transient case, and study what happens at the onset of valve actuation, with the interest in 
causing selective droplet splitting, targeting an individual droplet. Our system works close to the 
transition regime where a slight change in pressure induced by the valve can initiate splitting thereby 
improving device durability by preventing channel damage.    
It is possible to introduce mother droplets into a microfluidic system in which each contain different 
chemicals. Our motivation is to develop a method through which these mother droplet can be selectively 
split. By doing this, we establish a way in which small samples of selected reagents can be delivered to 
sites at which reactions can take place. The inclusion of multiple such reaction sites would allow 
multiple permutations of reactions to take place, just as takes place in a microwell plate at a much larger 
scale. To establish this selective splitting capability we study a simplified system, one in which each 
mother droplet contains the same sample, and in which the daughter droplets are not merged together; 
what we focus on is the selective nature of droplet splitting. That is, we examine the actuation conditions 
which ensure the first droplet after actuation is split. The valves are used to alter the geometry of the 
system at the site of entry into a bypass channel, the deformation allows the transient transition between 
non-splitting and splitting events, so demonstrating, under the identified operating conditions, the 
selectivity of our approach.   
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2. Working Principle 
The microchannel network consists of components for droplet generation and droplet splitting section 
(see Fig. A.1. for more details). It is envisaged that for future usage of the splitting technology we have 
developed, each droplet will be of a different chemical, produced by moving a nozzle between samples 
off chip [11], or by individual droplet formation [5]. However, for this system, designed to test the 
capability of the splitting technology, a standard droplet generation approach was taken, and this 
consists of a T-junction, fed by oil and water. The width of both the continuous and dispersed inlet 
channels is 100 𝜇𝑚 with a height of 133.8 𝜇𝑚, the result is monodisperse, high throughput droplet 
generation [9]. Once the droplets are formed on the chip, the next feature is the bypass channel at which 
we seek to demonstrate selective droplet subdivision. This division part as shown in Fig. 1(a), consists 
of the main channel bifurcating at a standard T-junction, where the width of the secondary channel is 
half that of the main channel. This asymmetry in channel dimensions makes it possible to have different 
regimes of splitting without the actuation of the valve which is located at this junction. The effect of the 
ratio of the width of the bypass channel to the main channel from value 0.35 to 0.91 on the splitting 
regimes of droplets and size of daughter droplets was well studied recently. As the ratio of the bypass 
channel to the main channel was increased, the regime was shifted from the non-splitting to the splitting 
and further increase in this ratio, caused larger finger to penetrate into the bypass channel and larger 
daughter droplets to split from the mother droplets. The knife edge that separates, splitting and non-
splitting regime at different ratio of width of the bypass channel to main channel was examined in that 
study. Taking the ratio of the width of the bypass channel to the main channel as 0.5, the bypass system 
is operated at the knife edge between a splitting and non-splitting condition and the valve can be 
activated selectively in order to tip the balance in favour of the splitting event [51]. The thinner branched 
channel subsequently rejoins the main channel, hence we term it a bypass loop. In future, we envisage 
that reactions of daughter droplets split from mother droplets containing different chemicals will take 
place within this bypass loop by use of standard merging techniques [16]. 
Double [36, 38-42] and single [43-47] layer valve design have been described in the literature. Here, 
we do not need to fully seal the valve, rather just alter the channel geometry, hence a single layer valve 
is ideal. In this type of valve, a membrane, consisting of a thin layer of soft PDMS, is located in a 
vertical plane between the main channel and a valve actuation chamber. Once pressurised, the valve 
actuation chamber causes the membrane to deform into the main channel, hence changing the channels 
physical geometry. After running and analysing a series of experiments, a mushroom-shaped valve 
(with 500 𝜇𝑚 length of the head) with membrane thickness 30 𝜇𝑚 was selected with a PDMS mix ratio 
of 20:1.  
The microfluidic chip design as can be seen in Fig. 1(a), consists of the main and secondary channels. 
The hydrodynamic resistance and the pressure drop of a rectangular channel can be calculated by the 
equations below [52],  
𝑅 =
12𝜇𝐿
𝜔ℎ3 ⌈1 − 0.63(ℎ 𝜔⁄ )⌉
 
(1) 
∆𝑃 = 𝑅𝑄 (2) 
where, 𝜔, ℎ and 𝐿 denote width, height and length of the rectangular channel, respectively. In addition, 
Q, R and ∆𝑃 represent flow rate, resistance and pressure drop. So, in our design, the narrower and longer 
secondary channel (subscript S) has higher resistance and lower flow rate rather than the main channel 
(subscript M) due to the equality in differences between the pressure of the inlet (Pi) and pressure of the 
outlet (Po) of the loop. 
𝑃𝑜 − 𝑃𝑖 = ∆𝑃𝑀 = ∆𝑃𝑆 (3) 
Based on the fact that for a series resistance network, the total resistance equals the sum of the individual 
resistances and by applying Eq. (2) into Eq. (3): 
(𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝑀)𝑄𝑀 = 𝑅𝑆𝑄𝑆 (4) 
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where, the subscript D denotes the resistance passes the deformable valve. In addition, mass 
conservation of the fluid gives: 
𝑄𝑇 = 𝑄𝑀 + 𝑄𝑆 (5) 
where, QT denotes the total flow.  
By applying Eq. (4) into Eq. (5), Eq. (6) derives as: 
𝑄𝑆 = 𝑄𝑇[1 + (𝑅𝑆 (𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝑀)⁄ )]
−1 (6) 
In the absence of the droplet and before valve actuation, the pressure balance between the main and the 
high resistance secondary channel ensures that most of the flow passes through the main channel. Based 
on Eq. (1), actuating the valve decreases the width of the entrance of the loop and so increases the 
hydrodynamic resistance of the deformable part of the main channel, RD. This causes more fluid to pass 
via the secondary channel.  
When two different phases are present in the microfluidic channel, additional pressure changes occur 
over the interfaces between continuous and dispersed phases due to the surface tension [53]. 
∆𝑃 = 𝑅𝑄 + 2𝛾𝐻 (7) 
where, 𝛾 and 𝐻 are the interfacial tension between the two phases and mean curvature of the interface, 
respectively. The mean curvature of interface is the inverse of radius of curvature based on Young-
Laplace equation [53, 54]. 
By substituting Eq. (7) in Eq. (3), Eq. (8) derives as: 
(𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝑀)𝑄𝑀 + 2𝛾𝐻𝑀 = 𝑅𝑆𝑄𝑆 + 2𝛾𝐻𝑆 (8) 
where, HM = 1/rM and HS = 1/rS. rM and rS are the radius of the front interface of the mother droplet and 
the radius of the interface of finger, respectively (Figs. 1 (a) and (b)). Finally, replacing Eq. (8) in Eq. 
(5) results in: 
𝑄𝑆 = (𝑄𝑇 − [2𝛾(𝐻𝑆 − 𝐻𝑀)])[1 + (𝑅𝑆 (𝑅𝐷 + 𝑅𝑀)⁄ )]
−1 (9) 
Hence, in the presence of droplets, upon actuation of the valve two effects promote a higher flow rate 
in the bypass channel. These are the change in flow resistance and the change in the curvature of the 
front of the droplet. In the latter, as the droplet passes the constriction the curvature of the front interface 
in the main channel, HM is increased (Fig. 1(b)). To confirm this, Fig. A.2.(a) shows the results of the 
numerical analaysis for the system operating at Oil Pressure = 400 mbar and Water Pressure = 500 mbar 
at different time instances. We placed a constriction, similar in size to the operating valve, opposite the 
entrance to the bypass channel in one model (Fig. A.2.(b)), and opposite its exit in a second model (Fig. 
A.2.(c)). In the latter, only the flow resistance change will be relevant to the finger length created in the 
entrance of the bypass channel. Whilst in the former the radius change of the front interface will also 
play a role. When we plotted the finger length as a function of time in Fig. A.2.(a), we saw an increase 
of 50% in the finger length when the constriction was at the entrance to the bypass for tii ≅
0.005s confirming the additional effect of the deformed interface of the droplet on finger size. 
Under certain flow conditions, when there is no valve actuation, we can expect the droplet to pass along 
the main channel intact, a finger into the bypass channel will develop, but it will then retract and the 
droplet will not split. However, when the valve is actuated, we can expect the two effects identified here 
to increase the flow into the bypass channel, and hence increase the finger length. This gives the 
possibility of using the valve to move from a non-splitting condition (Fig. 1(a)) to a splitting condition 
(Fig. 1(c)) for the droplet.    
3. Results and discussion 
We first explore the operating conditions when the valve is not activated, showing that depending on 
the inlet pressure of the oil and water phases, the droplets formed may or may not split at the entrance 
to the bypass channel. In Fig. 2(a) the two inlet pressures were varied independently between 0 and 900 
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mbar, four regimes were observed in the splitting behaviour. Non-splitting regime for the case that none 
of the droplets which passed through the inlet of the loop is split, a transition regime in which less than 
10% of droplets are split, and low efficiency splitting regime (LESR) and high efficiency splitting regime 
(HESR) in which between 10% and 50% and more than 50% of droplets are split, respectively. An 
increase in water inlet pressure, whilst oil inlet pressure is constant, gives rise to larger mother droplets, 
as can be seen by comparing Figs. 2(b) i and ii. Whilst, at higher oil pressure, and a fixed water pressure, 
smaller droplet are formed, as shown in Figs. 2(b) ii and iii. If the ratio between the pressure in the 
dispersed and continuous phases is fixed, then the mother droplet size is fixed, this can be seen from 
Figs. 2(b) i and iii, and is also true for Figs. 2(b) ii and iv. However, based on the same comparison 
between Figs. 2(b) i and iii, and Figs. 2(b) ii and iv, increasing the pressure of inlets while the relative 
pressure ratio of inlets is kept constant, increases the speed of same sized droplets (from 7300 μm/s for 
case i to 15600 μm/s for case iii and from 9600 μm/s for case ii to 18300 μm/s for case iv) and decreases 
the distance between following mother droplets. It should be noted here that whilst the splitting outcome 
of i and iii is the same (splitting does not occur), this is not true for the latter, case ii does not split, 
whilst iv does. Clearly, splitting events are not dictated by droplet size alone. In case iv, daughter 
droplets are created each time a mother droplet passes the entrance to the bypass, as such multiple 
droplets are seen in the bypass channel, this gives an indication of the relatively slow speed of fluid 
motion in the bypass compared to the main channel. 
To explore the effect of the valve, the same pressure ranges are tested for each inlet, however, the valve 
is also pressurised at 800 mbar. Again, splitting behaviour is characterised using the same four regime 
descriptions, the results are shown in Fig. 2(c). Here, the transition regime has shifted leftward (towards 
lower water pressures). What we observe from the experiments is that in each case, the finger length 
formed is significantly larger than that of the non-activated valve case. Comparison between Figs. 2(b) 
ii and vi shows that actuating the valve to 800 mbar results in breaking up some of the droplet, whilst 
for the unactuated valve no splitting was observed. To relate this shift in behaviour to the valve actuation 
pressure, the data from further experiments with two additional valve pressures have been summarised 
by simply plotting a line following the transition region for each case in Fig. 2(d). It can be seen that 
with increasing valve pressure, as the channel constricts further, the transient regime is shifted further 
towards low water pressures. When a valve pressure of 1100 mbar is used, the droplets are split in all 
cases. This initial data set clearly shows that we can control the breakup region by actuating the valve.  
In Fig. 2, the regimes are classified by the water pressure and oil pressure, this classification is explored 
further in Fig. A.3.(a), in which the valve efficiency is shown as a function of valve pressure for a range 
of different inlet pressure conditions (the inset shows the location of these conditions on the same axes 
used in Fig. 2(d)). The valve efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number of split droplets in the 
bypass channel to the total number of droplets that pass the inlet to this loop. In each case, it can be 
seen that, for a fixed set of inlet conditions, increasing the actuation pressure of the valve increases the 
efficiency up to 1000 mbar. Above this valve pressure, some of the daughter droplets, that are formed, 
re-enter the main channel via the entrance of the bypass loop. This seems to occur as the deformation 
is such that the main channel is narrower than the bypass channel.  
The data plotted in Fig. A.3.(a) shows that for the same continuous phase inlet condition (Oil Pressure 
= 500 mbar), increasing the water pressure increased the valve efficiency, this is because larger mother 
droplets are formed at the droplet generation T-junction. When these larger mother droplets interact 
with the entrance to the bypass channel, longer fingers are formed in the entrance and so even in the 
absence of the valve, they are closer to the condition at which splitting occurs. Hence a small bulge in 
the valve is required to switch regime, such that splitting occurs. The opposite trend is observed if the 
oil pressure is increased, whilst the water pressure is kept constant (Water Pressure = 500 mbar). It 
should be noted here that the efficiency never goes above 67% in the experiments conducted. In the 
context of splitting every droplet, this would be a poor outcome. However, in the application of selective 
delivery of individual daughter droplets, the key feature is the repeatability of the splitting of the first 
droplet. Conceptually, the droplet of interest would be identified, and the valve actuated, what is 
desirable is that this, and only this droplet is then split i.e. selective breakup of a droplet. Next we 
examine the notion of selectivity in this context.  
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Specifically we wish to split the first droplet after actuation, it can be arranged that each droplet contains 
a different chemical, hence selective splitting gives the ability to pipette specific chemicals into 
reactions sites.  In the absence of valve actuation, the pressure imposed in the inlets of continuous and 
dispersed phases can be fully controlled and brought near the transition line between non-splitting and 
splitting, one set of conditions to achieve this are Oil Pressure = 400 mbar and Water Pressure = 500 
mbar. Fig. A.4.(a) shows images of operation under these conditions, and demonstrates that increasing 
the pressure of valve, increases the maximum finger length, such that at a specific valve pressure, here 
600 mbar, droplets randomly start to break up (Fig. A.4.(b)). In the case shown, the sixth droplet which 
passes after valve actuation was split. This breaking up happens during the retreating of the droplet to 
the main channel and can be considered as a retarded breakup [54]. 
Again, this is not desirable when selectivity is of interest. However, if the valve pressure is further 
increased by between 50-100 mbar and subsequently the width of deformation is increased by 4-8 𝜇𝑚, 
the result is that the first droplet is split (see supporting Video. A.1. for more details). An example of 
this repeatable effect is shown in Fig. A.4.(c). Once the daughter droplet is in the bypass channel, 
subsequent droplets do not split, so the valve efficiency, as detailed in Fig. A.3., remains low, but the 
desired droplet is split. This occurs as the presence of the daughter droplet in the bypass channel causes 
a change in the pressure balances. This could be rectified by changing the design of the bypass channel, 
for example, if the droplets are well spaced, then the speed of valve deflation can be slower than the 
interspacing time between droplets. Fig. 3(a) demonstrates this effect over a wider range of conditions, 
here the valve pressure required to randomly split a droplet is compared to the slightly higher value 
required to ensure the first droplet during valve actuation is split. It can be seen that the increase 
required, in the valve pressure, is no more than 100 mbar. Images of droplet behaviour are shown for 
different cases of valve pressure in Fig. 3(b).  
To confirm this, Fig. A.5. shows the valve operating at 650 mbar for Oil Pressure = 400 mbar and Water 
Pressure = 500 mbar at different time instances (see supporting Videos. A.2. and A.3. for more details). 
The data shows that exactly the first mother droplet which passed the loop during actuation of valve 
splits, subsequently for the duration of time in which the daughter droplet is in the loop, no further 
mother droplet splits. This shows that the valve can split targeted droplets, hence is selective, provided 
the correct actuation pressure is used. In addition, it can be seen that the time response of the valve is 
around 0.05s which makes it at least 20 times faster than an earlier SAW actuated droplet splitting 
system [20]. 
To examine the size of the daughter droplet formed, Fig. 4(a) measures the length of the finger drawn 
into the bypass channel, it can be seen from the range of conditions examined that the length of the 
finger grows continuously with time as the mother droplets passes the bypass entrance. This occurs with 
or without valve actuation. Comparison between Figs. 4(a) i and ii shows that when valve is actuated 
with 1000 mbar pressure, the maximum finger size is approximately increased by 135% for these small 
mother droplets, while for larger mother droplets only 55% increment in size has been observed by 
comparison between Figs. 4(a) iii and v. The corresponding finger lengths are shown in Fig. 4(b).  
As a result of this lesser effect on the finger length for the larger droplets, the range of daughter droplet 
sizes that can be produced are smaller. Fig. 5(a) shows the relative volume of daughter droplet to the 
mother droplet versus the valve pressure for two inlet conditions which produce different mother droplet 
volumes. The droplet breakup with different relative volumes obtained at different valve pressures, 
indicated in Fig. 5(a), and predicted by the numerical simulations shown in Figs. 5(b) and (c), are shown 
in Fig. 5(d). It can be seen in Fig. 5(a) that the range of relative volume of daughter droplets are up to 
approximately 10% for larger droplets and 20% for the smaller mother droplets. The maximum ratio is 
split from the main droplet when valve is working in the optimum pressure of 1000 mbar. This 
demonstrates that inlet pressures, which control mother droplet volume can be used to set the range of 
daughter droplet volumes which can be produced. For example, if a narrow range is required which 
shows little variation with valve pressure, and hence is robust to fluctuations, then longer droplets 
should be used. Whilst for the ability to dispense droplets of different sizes a shorter mother droplet is 
desirable. 
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4. Conclusions 
As a novel, selective and compact high throughput screening system, our system uses a single layer 
valve to split droplets on demand. A microfabricated membrane is pressurised to deform precisely 
which selectively breaks up desired droplets. Control over the pressure of two inlets and one valve 
simultaneously, gives users the ability to completely dictate the range of droplets that can be produced 
in the new splitting system. The effect of pressure induced in the valve on the daughter droplet sizes 
was also numerically investigated which qualitatively validated the trend observed experimentally and 
the results was used to back up the underlying physics of proposed system. Being cheap, simple, high 
speed and selective, are some of the advantages of our newly-introduced splitting system. In addition 
to the biocompatibility of the selective droplet partitioning system, the slight change in pressure induced 
by the valve, prolongs the device durability and prevents channel damage. When our splitting technique 
is combined with the traditional merging system, it can be used as a high throughput system for 
combinatorial library purposes. More studies for the evaluation of the effect of ejected daughter droplets 
on the pressure in the main and secondary channels needs to be done to show that successive bypass 
loops can be used as independent units for on demand splitting and merging.   
Appendix A: Supplementary Information 
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the online version.  
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Figures Captions 
 
Fig. 1. Depiction of the selective droplet partitioning system. (a) Mother droplets are produced in a T-junction 
and passes the entrance of the bypass loop when the valve is off. Non-splitting regime dominates under these 
conditions. (b) The valve is actuated which results in deforming the channel wall and guiding more fluid into the 
secondary channel. The finger length increases as a result of changing in flow resistance and curvature of the front 
of the droplet. (c) Under these conditions the mother droplet passes along the main channel after splitting has 
occurred.   
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Fig. 2. Classification of splitting regimes by the frequency and size of mother droplets (a) Regime map shows 
four splitting regimes in the absence of valve on Oil Pressure-Water Pressure plane; (1) Non-splitting Regime 
with black square markers (2) Transition Regime with red circle markers (3) LESR (Low efficiency splitting 
regime) with blue triangle markers (4) HESR (High efficiency splitting regime) with green diamond markers (b) 
Images show the droplet behaviour in the entrance of bypass loop in the absence (i) - (iv) and presence of 800 
mbar activated valve (v) - (viii). (c) Regime map shows four splitting regimes in the presence of activated valve 
on the pressure of 800 mbar on Oil Pressure-Water Pressure plane. (d) Transient lines follow the transition regions 
showing the transition from non-splitting to splitting regimes in four different valve pressures; 0 mbar, 800 mbar, 
1000 mbar and 1100 mbar.  
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Fig. 3. (a) Comparison between the pressure which is required to split droplets randomly and the pressure which 
is needed to split the first coming droplets for different inlet conditions (b) Experimental images for the indicated 
data points (i) - (v).  
 
Fig. 4. Plot shows the finger length as the function of frame numbers for small droplets (Oil Pressure = 800 mbar 
and Water Pressure = 500 mbar) and large droplets (Oil Pressure = 400 mbar and Water Pressure = 500 mbar) in 
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the absence and presence of the valve that is actuated to 1000 mbar. (b) While in the absence of valve, finger 
reaches the maximum size of 74 𝜇𝑚 (i) as valve is actuated finger reaches the maximum size of 174 𝜇𝑚 (ii) for 
small droplets. On the other hand, for large droplets maximum finger lengths are 124 𝜇𝑚 (iv) and 192 𝜇𝑚 (v) in 
the absence and presence of actuated valve with the pressure of 1000 mbar. 
 
Fig. 5. Plot shows the relative volume of daughter droplet to the mother droplet for small droplets (Oil Pressure 
= 800 mbar and Water Pressure = 500 mbar) and large droplets (Oil Pressure = 400 mbar and Water Pressure = 
500 mbar). (b) Contours are extracted images from numerical simulation for the Deformation = 36 𝜇𝑚 related to 
the Valve Pressure = 600 mbar, (1) before and (2) after of droplet passing the entrance of bypass loop. (c) Two 
images from numerical simulation are shown, (1) before and (2) after splitting of the mother droplet, this occurs 
for a deformation of 40 𝜇𝑚 equivalent to an experimental valve pressure of 650 mbar, results show that 7% and 
8% of mother droplet split numerically and experimentally. (d) Experimental images for the indicated data points 
(i) - (vi).  
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